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ABSTRACT
Mutation analysis has many applications, such as asserting the
quality of test suites and localizing faults. One important boleneck
of mutation analysis is scalability. e latest work explores the
possibility of reducing the redundant execution via split-stream
execution. However, split-stream execution is only able to remove
redundant execution before the rst mutated statement.
In this paper we try to also reduce some of the redundant execu-
tion aer the execution of the rst mutated statement. We observe
that, although many mutated statements are not equivalent, the exe-
cution result of those mutated statements may still be equivalent to
the result of the original statement. In other words, the statements
are equivalent modulo the current state. In this paper we propose
a fast mutation analysis approach, AccMut. AccMut automatically
detects the equivalence modulo states among a statement and its
mutations, then groups the statements into equivalence classes
modulo states, and uses only one process to represent each class. In
this way, we can signicantly reduce the number of split processes.
Our experiments show that our approach can further accelerate
mutation analysis on top of split-stream execution with a speedup
of 2.56x on average.
1 INTRODUCTION
Mutation analysis [4, 16, 21] is a powerful approach for program
analysis. e general process of mutation analysis has two steps.
First, change the original program with predened mutation opera-
tors and generates a set of mutated program, called mutants. en,
the mutants are executed against a test suite, and information is
collected during the execution for various purpose of analysis.
Mutation analysis has many applications. e most represen-
tative application is to assess the quality of a test suite. In this
application, the mutants are treated as seeded faults, and the test
suite that detects more mutants is considered beer [1, 24]. A test
case fails on a mutant is known to kill that mutant. ere are
also many other applications of mutation analysis. For example,
recently several papers [3, 18, 37, 43–46, 60] proposed to use mu-
tation analysis for fault localization. Bug xing techniques in the
“generate-and-validate” style [29, 47, 53] have been shown to be a
dual of mutation analysis [52]. Mutation analysis is also used for
test generation [9, 10, 49] and program verication [11]. In addition,
variability management and analysis techniques are shown to be
quite close to mutation analysis [5, 6, 34, 41].
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However, mutation analysis suers from one boleneck: scala-
bility. Since we need to test all mutants for a test suite, the expected
analysis time is n times of the expected execution time of the test
suite, where n is the number of mutant generated. e number of n
depends on the size of the program, but even the mid-size program
produces thousands of mutants.
Researchers have realized the problem of scalability, and have
proposed many dierent approaches for accelerating mutation anal-
ysis. One of the basic ideas of acceleration is to remove the re-
dundant and unnecessary computations. Mutant schemata [51]
avoids the redundancies in compilations. Just et al.’s approach [23]
removes redundant mutation executions while Zhang et al.’s ap-
proach [58] removes unnecessary mutation executions. e latest
work explores split-stream execution [50] to remove redundancies
in part of the mutation executions. Given two mutants, the exe-
cution of any test before the rst mutated statement is redundant.
Split-stream execution starts with one process representing the
original program, and split a new process when the rst mutated
statement of a mutant is encountered. In this way, the redundancies
before the rst mutated statement are removed.
Split-stream execution only removes redundant executions be-
fore the rst mutated statement. However, executions aer the rst
mutated statement may also be redundant. A typical case is that
two statements are equivalent modulo the current state. Given the
current state of the program, if the executions of two statements
lead to the same new state, we say the two statements are equiva-
lent modulo the state. We observe that, although in general only a
small portion of mutated statements are equivalent, there are many
more mutated statements that are equivalent modulo the current
state. For example, given two dierent side-eect-free Boolean
expressions, the probability that they are equivalent is small. How-
ever, given a state, the probability that the two expressions produce
the same result is 50%, if we assume the evaluation result has an
even distribution. Given two mutants and the state before their rst
dierent statements, if the two statements are equivalent modulo
the state, the execution of the two statements and all following
execution until the next dierent statements are still redundant.
In this paper we propose a novel mutation analysis approach,
AccMut, to remove such redundancies. Like split-stream execution,
AccMut starts the executions of all mutants in one process. When
we encounter a position where at least two mutants have dierent
statements, AccMut clusters the mutants based on their equivalence
classes modulo the current state, i.e., two mutants are put into the
same cluster if their next state aer executing the current statement
is still the same. Next, AccMut splits the execution into a set of
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processes, where each process represents one cluster of equivalent
mutants.
In this way, AccMut can remove part of the redundancies aer
the rst mutated statement. More concretely, there are two more
types of reductions compared to split-stream execution. First, when
a mutated statement is equivalent to the original statement mod-
ulo the current state, we do not unnecessarily split the execution
from the main process. Second, when two mutated statements are
equivalent modulo the current state, we do not unnecessarily split
two processes for them.
ere are some challenges to implement AccMut. First, the
cluster process, which is invoked at every location mutation occurs,
should be ecient, otherwise the overhead from the clustering
may oset the benet. In our approach we have carefully designed
the clustering process so that the time complexity is eectively
constant. Second, the process spliing should also be ecient. In
our approach we exploit the POSIX system call fork to implement
the clustering process. is design choice has two benets. First,
it allows us to still compile and execute the mutant, in contrast to
existing implementation of split-stream execution that relies on
interpreters. As studied by existing work [21, 30], compiler-based
mutation analysis is usually much faster than interpreter-based.
Second, based on the copy-on-write mechanism of the POSIX fork,
the spliing process is very fast, causing almost no delay in the
execution.
We have evaluated our approach on eleven C programming
projects with totally 337122 mutants and 20736 tests. e evaluation
shows that, on top of the state-of-art approach for accelerating
mutation analysis, our approach further accelerates the analysis,
with a speedup of 2.56X on average. We have implemented these
optimizations in our tool AccMut for C language.
2 RELATEDWORK
In general, the work for accelerating mutation analysis can be
divided into lossy approaches and lossless approaches [21].
2.1 Lossy Acceleration
A typical lossy approach is weak mutation [19], where a mutation
is assumed to be killed by a test if the mutated code changes the
current system state. In this way, we do not need to execute any mu-
tant program but only need to test at the mutated points. Recently,
weak mutation has been further accelerated by using split-stream
execution, which forks new threads on calling mutated method
in Java bytecode [8]. However, the results become imprecise as a
mutant changing the system state does not necessarily violate the
test. In other words, weak mutation only evaluates the capability of
the test suite to trigger the fault, but not whether the triggered fault
can be propagated to the output and the capability of the test suite
to capture the propagated faults. Other lossy approaches include
randomly sampling the mutants [54], clustering the mutants and
sampling a small number of mutants from each cluster [20], mu-
tant operator selection only adopts several sucient operators [57],
select an ecient mutant subset [13, 36], and select tests to exe-
cute [58]. Zhang et al.’s work utilizes machine learning to predict
the mutant execution results without any execution [56]. Dierent
to lossy approaches, AccMut is a lossless approach, accelerating
mutation testing without sacricing precision.
2.2 Lossless Acceleration
A main type of lossless approaches seek to reduce redundant com-
putation in mutation analysis.
Mutation schemata [51] can compile all mutants into a single exe-
cutable le at a time. Mutants are slight syntactic transformations of
the original program, so the most parts of their code are duplicated.
Mutation schemata can reduce redundance in compilation.
Split-stream execution [15, 30, 50], as mentioned in the intro-
duction, is the technique that reduces the redundant computation
before the rst mutated statement. Split-stream execution is rst
proposed by Ou et al. [30], and then explored by several re-
searchers [15, 50]. e basic idea is to start all mutants execution in
one main process, and split the execution into dierent processes
when the rst mutated statement is encountered. As discussed,
split-stream execution only reduces the redundant computation
before the rst mutated statements while our approach can reduce
redundant computations aer those.
Several approaches [38, 42] exist for detecting the equivalence
of mutants. Once an equivalent group is detected, only one mu-
tant in the group needs to be executed. Just et al. [23] take a step
further to detect equivalence of mutants with respect to one test.
Two inequivalent mutants may behave completely the same un-
der one test execution and thus we only need to execute one of
them for the test. Compared to these approaches, our approach
is more ne-grained as we can reduce the redundancy in part of
the test execution. For example, suppose an expression e in a loop
is mutated. Under test t , e is evaluated 10 times, where the rst 9
times the mutant evaluates to the same value as the original expres-
sion, but the 10th evaluation gives a dierent value. Using either
equivalent mutant detection or Just et al.’s approach, the mutant
has to be considered as dierent from the original program and will
be fully executed, while in our approach the execution before the
10th evaluation will be shared. In other words, equivalent mutant
detection considers absolute equivalence between mutants, Just et
al.’s approach considers the equivalence between mutants modulo
test input, while our approach considers the equivalence between
statements modulo the current state, which is more ne-grained.
Some lossless approaches seek for parallel execution of mutation
analysis. Approaches supporting dierent architectures have been
explored, such as MIMD [39] and SIMD [31]. If we view each test-
mutant pair as an independent program, we can parallelize their
execution on a MIMD machine. On the other hand, if we view each
test as a dierent input data, we can parallelize the execution of
dierent tests on one mutant on a SIMD machine.
Finally, in the application of evaluating a test, several papers [25,
58, 59] propose to prioritize the tests for each mutation so that this
mutation shall be killed quicker. e works are orthogonal to ours
and can be used together with AccMut.
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Figure 1: Dynamic Mutation Analysis with Equivalence Analysis
3 BASIC FRAMEWORK OF ACCMUT
3.1 Overview
We rst describe the redundant execution that AccMut avoids with
an example in the following code snippet and in Figure 1. In func-
tion foo, the line 6 is a computation intensive function without
side-eects. e test driver function is test foo, which sets the pa-
rameter a to 1 and then judges the result. Let us assume that three
mutants are generated in the function foo. Mutant 1 (M1) changes
a = a + 1 at line 3 into a = a << 1. Mutant 2 (M2) and Mutant 3 (M3)
change a = a / 2 at line 5 into a = a + 2 and a = a * 2, respectively.
In standard mutation analysis, we execute all mutants for each
test and obtain their testing results. We show the execution of the
three mutants in Figure 1(b), (c) and (d), and the execution of the
original program in Figure 1(a) as a reference.
1 i n t foo ( i n t a ){
2 i n t i , r e s ;
3 a = a + 1 ; / / M1 : a << 1
4 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < 2 ; i ++){
5 a = a / 2 ; / / M2 : a + 2 , M3 : a ∗ 2
6 r e s += t ime consuming ( a ) ;
7 }
8 r e t u r n r e s ;
9 }
10 vo id t e s t f o o ( ){
11 a s s e r t ( foo ( 1 ) == RESULT ) ;
12 }
e circles represent system states and the states with the same
number are the same. e states are captured at the program point
listed on the le of Figure 1. e arrows represent the transition
of states aer the executions of statements. And the length of
the arrows means the execution eort during the transition. If
two transitions have the same starting state and the same ending
state, the two transitions are redundant. To show the redundancy
between states and transitions, we use the brightness of the circles
and the thickness of the arrows respectively. e darker the circle is,
or the thicker the arrow is, the more redundant the state/transition
is. As we can see from Figure 1(b), (c) and (d), there are several
redundant transitions among the three mutant executions. First, as
the parameter a of f oo is set to 1 in this test (state 1), the results of
a = a + 1 and a = a << 1 both equal to 2 (state 2). As a result, the
transitions before entering the loop, i.e., transitions to state 1 and
transitions between states 1 and 2, are redundant among the three
mutants. Second, during the rst loop a = 2, the state of a = a + 2
and a = a ∗ 2 are the same, and thus the transition between states
2 and 5 in M2 and M3 is also redundant. Note that this transition
involves the call to a time-consuming function, and thus the cost
of the redundancy is high, so the length of the arrows during the
loop is much longer.
Figure 1(e) exhibits the execution of the mutants in split-stream
execution. In split-stream execution, all mutants start as one main
process, and are later split from the main process at the rst mutated
statements. e main process of our example is shown in the rst
column in Figure 1(e). M1 is split as a new process aer state 1,
and later M2 and M3 are split as new processes aer state 2. Note
that we need to keep the main process as more mutants may be
split from it. As we can see, Some of the redundancies are removed
in split-stream execution. For example, the transitions to state
1 is shared among the three mutants as well as the main process.
However, two types of redundancies still exists. First, the transitions
between states 1 and 2 are the same between the main process and
M1, and thus it is not necessary to split M1 from the main process.
Second, although it is necessary to split M2 and M3 aer state 2,
the transitions between state 2 and state 5, which involves calling
the time-consuming function, are still redundant among the two
split processes.
Our approach, AccMut, tries to further reduce the redundancies
in execution by exploiting the equivalence modulo the current
state. An execution of the three mutants in AccMut is shown in
Figure 1(f). Dierent from split-stream execution, AccMut rst
classies the next statements in dierent mutants into equivalent
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classes modulo the current state, and uses one process to represent
each equivalent class. As a result, rst, since the mutated statement
in M1 is equivalent to the original statement modulo state 1, we
would not split a new process for M1. Second, the two mutated
statements in M2 and M3 are equivalent modulo state 2, so we split
only one process for them. As a result, the redundant transitions in
Figure 1(e) are all removed in Figure 1(f).
More concretely, at each state of each process, we conduct a
trial execution of the statements and collect their changes to the
system state. en we cluster their changes to the system state into
equivalence classes. If the number of equivalence classes is more
than one, say n, we split n − 1 new processes. Each forked process
represents the mutants in one equivalence class, and we apply the
change from the equivalence class to the state of the forked process.
Finally, the change from the remaining equivalent class is applied
to the original process, and the original process now represents
only the mutants in the remaining class. is process continues for
each process until all processes terminate.
However, in practice it may be expensive to store and cluster the
changes, specially when a statement makes a large set of changes.
For example, if a statement calls a procedure with a large side
eects, i.e., changing many memory locations, it may not be ecient
to record the changes of all memory locations and compare the
changes from dierent mutants.
To solve this problem, in AccMut we record abstract changes
rather than concrete changes. An abstract change stores oen much
less information than a concrete change, but nevertheless allows
the application of the change to the system state. For example, the
change of a procedure call can be represented abstractly by the
address of the procedure and all arguments passed to the procedure,
rather than all concrete changes produced by the procedure. When
we need to apply the change to system, we just actually invoke the
method with the arguments. In this way, we record only a small
amount of information allowing us to eciently store and cluster
the changes.
When two abstract changes are the same, applying them to the
same system state gives the same new state. However, the inverse
is not always true: when two abstract changes are dierent, they
may not always produce dierent states. For example, invoking a
method with dierent sets of arguments may not necessarily need
to dierent system state. In other words, the equivalence relation
we computed is conservative: when two statements are equivalent
in the computed equivalence relation, they are equivalent modulo
the current state; when two statements are inequivalent in the
computed equivalence relation, they may still be equivalent modulo
the current state.
3.2 Denitions
In this sub section we dene a set of concepts and operators that
we will use to describe our approach. ese denitions abstract
away concrete details in mutation operators such that our approach
can be generally applicable to dierent sets of mutation operators.
Given a program, a mutation analysis rst applies a set of mutation
operators to produce mutants from the program. Since the opera-
tions can be applied in dierent granularities in dierent mutation
analyses, e.g., on instruction level, on expression level, or on state-
ment level. We use an abstract concept—location—to represent the
unit that a mutation operator applies. Each mutant can be identied
by a unique mutant ID.
More concretely, a program can be viewed as a set of locations.
A mutation procedure p is a function mapping each location to a
set of variants. Each variant v consists of a block of code (denoted
as v .code) that can be executed and a set of mutant IDs (denoted
as v .I ) that denote the mutants where this variant of code block
is enabled. e union of mutant IDs from all variants at any two
locations are the same, i.e.,
⋃
v ∈p(l1)v .I =
⋃
v ∈p(l2)v .I for any
mutation procedure p and any two locations l1, l2, and the union
represents all mutant IDs in the system. Given any two variants
from the same location, their mutation IDs are disjoint, i.e., v1,v2 ∈
p(l) ⇒ v1.I ∩ v2.I = ∅ for any location l . Given a mutation ID i ,
the code block v .code at each location l where i ∈ v .I ∧ v ∈ p(l)
forms a new program, called a mutant.
e execution of a mutant is represented by a sequence of sys-
tem states. A special function ϕ maps each system state to a lo-
cation, which indicates the next code block to execute. e exe-
cution terminates at state s when ϕ(s) = ⊥. Operation execute
executes a code block on a system state. Given a variable s con-
taining a system state and a code block c , execute(s, c) updates
the system state in-place. Operation execute can be decomposed
into two operations try and apply. Invocation try(s, c) executes
code block c on system state s , and returns a (potentially abstract)
change x describing the changes to the system state, without ac-
tually changing s . Invocation apply(x, s) applies the change x
in-place to a variable s containing a system state. We require that
invoking apply(try(s, c), s) is equivalent to invoking execute(s, c).
Please note that while x = y ⇒ apply(x , s) = apply(y, s) holds,
x , y ⇒ apply(x , s) , apply(y, s) does not necessarily hold,
allowing us to dene abstract changes.
To implement AccMut eciently, we also need three additional
operations, as follows. e time complexity of the three operations
should be as small as possible, preferably in constant time.
• fork. Similar to the POSIX system call fork(), this opera-
tion splits a child process from the current process.
• filter variants(V , I ). is operation lters a set of vari-
ants in-place based on a set of mutant IDs, leaving only
the variants enabled for the mutants, i.e., V is updated to
{v | v ∈ V ∧v .I ∩ I , ∅}. e variants are assumed to be
at the same location.
• filter mutants(I ,V ). is operation lters a set of mu-
tant IDs in-place based on a set of variants, leaving only
the mutants containing one of the variant, i.e., I is updated
to {i | i ∈ I ∧ ∃v ∈ V .i ∈ v .I }. e variants are assumed
to be at the same location.
3.3 Standard Mutation Analysis
Based on the denitions, we can build algorithms for mutation anal-
ysis. We shall introduce AccMut step by step. We rst start with
the standard mutation analysis without any acceleration (this sub-
section), then we extend the algorithm into split-stream execution,
and nally we extend split-stream execution into AccMut.
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e algorithm for standard mutation analysis is as shown in
Algorithm 1. Given all mutant IDs in the system, the algorithm
executes them one by one (line 1). e execution of a mutant is a
series of state transitions until there is no code block to execute
(line 3). At each transition, the system rst selects proper vari-
ant at the current location (line 4), and then executes the variant
(line 5). Finally, necessary information about the execution result
is recorded by calling save(s, i) (line 7).
Note that a direct implementation of the algorithm eectively ex-
ecutes the program with an interpreter. Another way of implemen-
tation is to apply p beforehand, and instrument this algorithm into
the target program. is implementation is equivalent to mutant
schemata [51], where all mutants are generated into the program
to save compilation cost.
Input: p : a mutation procedure
Data: s : the current system state
1 for each mutant ID i in all mutant IDs do
2 s ← the initial system state
3 while ϕ(s) , ⊥ do
4 {v } ← lter variants(p(ϕ(s)), {i })
5 execute(v .code, s)
6 end
7 save(s, i)
8 end
Algorithm 1: Standard Analysis
Input: p : a mutation procedure
Data: s : the current system state
Data: I : a set of mutant IDs represented by the current process
1 I ← all mutant IDs
2 s ← the initial system state
3 while ϕ(s) , ⊥ do
4 proceed(p(ϕ(s)))
5 end
6 for i ∈ I do
7 save(s, i)
8 end
Algorithm 2: Main Loop of Split-stream Execution and AccMut
3.4 Mutation Analysis of Split-Stream
Execution
e main loop of split-stream execution is in Algorithm 2. ere
are three dierences from standard mutation analysis: (1) for each
process, there is a set I indicating the mutant IDs represented by
the current process, which is initialized to all mutant IDs; (2) at
the end of execution, save() is called for each mutation ID in I ; (3)
a procedure proceed() is called for state transitions and execution
forking.
e procedure of proceed() is shown as Algorithm 3. If there
is only one variant to execute, we directly execute the variant
and return (lines 2-6). If there are more than one variant, we rst
select one variant to be represented by the current process (line
7), and then fork a new process for each remaining variant (lines
8-15). When we fork a new process, the new process represents the
Input: V : a set of variants at current location
Data: s: the current system state
Data: I : a set of mutation IDs represented by the current
process
1 lter variants(V , I )
2 if |V | = 1 then
3 v ← the only variant in V
4 execute (v .code, s)
5 return
6 end
7 v ′ ← a random variant in V
8 for each v in V where v , v ′ do
9 pid ← fork()
10 if in child process then
11 lter mutants(I , {v})
12 execute (v .code, s)
13 return //child process directly return
14 end
15 end
16 lter mutants(I ,v ′)
17 execute (v ′.code, s)
Algorithm 3: Algorithm of proceed(V ) in Split-stream Execution
mutant IDs of the variants in the equivalence class (line 11), and the
corresponding variant is executed (line 12). Finally, we update the
mutant IDs of the original process and execute the selected variant
(line 16-17).
3.5 Mutation Analysis in AccMut
e main loop of AccMut is the same as split-stream execution in
Algorithm 2, however the algorithm of proceed() is dierent. As
shown in Algorithm 4, rst we will check the number of variants,
which is the same as split-stream execution (lines 2-6). e main
dierence starts from lines 7-10, where we rst collect the changes
produced by the mutants into set X . en we cluster the changes
into equivalence classes (line 11). e rest of the algorithm has a
similar structure to split-stream execution, where each equivalent
class corresponds to a variant in split-stream execution. We rst
select a class that the current process represents (line 12), and then
fork a new process for each other cluster (lines 13-22), and nally
update the mutant IDs and the state of the current process (lines
23-26).
3.6 Correctness of AccMut
Theorem 3.1. e algorithms of standard mutation analysis, split-
stream execution, and AccMut produce exactly the same sequence of
invocations to save(s, i) with the same arguments.
Proof Sketch. is can be proved by an induction over the
number of state transitions to show that the same sequence of state
transitions occurs for each mutant in all three algorithms. When
the length is zero, this property trivially holds. When length is k ,
we can see that both algorithm selects the same variant to execute
for each mutant, and thus the property holds for length k + 1.
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Input: V : a set of variants at current location
Data: s: the current system state
Data: I : a set of mutation IDs represented by the current
process
1 lter variants(V , I )
2 if |V | = 1 then
3 v ← the only variant in V
4 execute (v .code, s)
5 return
6 end
7 X = ∅
8 for each v in V do
9 X ← X ∪ {try(v .code, s)}
10 end
11 X← group changes in X into equivalent classes
12 Xcur ← any one of the equivalent classes in X
13 for each equivalence class X in X − {Xcur } do
14 V ← the variants corresponding to changes in X
15 pid ← fork()
16 if in child process then
17 lter mutants(I ,V )
18 x ← a random change in the equivalence class X
19 apply(x , s)
20 return
21 end
22 end
23 V ← the variants corresponding to changes in Xcur
24 lter mutants(I ,V )
25 x ← a random change in Xcur
26 apply(x , s)
Algorithm 4: Algorithm of proceed(V ) in AccMut
4 IMPLEMENTING ACCMUT FOR
FIRST-ORDER MUTATION ANALYSIS ON
LLVM IR
Previous section gives the basic framework of our algorithm. In
this section we demonstrate how to implement this framework
for rst-order mutations on LLVM IR. LLVM [33] is a widely used
compiler framework where dierent front-ends exist to translate
dierent high-level languages such as C, C++, Java, into its inter-
mediate representation (IR). To implement the framework, we need
to design the mutation operators, and implement operations in-
cluding try, apply, fork, large change, filter variants, and
filter mutants.
Our implementation is available online1.
4.1 Mutation Operators
As we mutate on the LLVM IR level, each IR instruction corresponds
to a location. Table 1 describe the mutation operators considered
in our implementation. ese operators are designed by mimicking
operators on existing IR-based mutation tools. Since we do not
1hps://www.dropbox.com/s/9zc00frihqe5elb/accmut.zip?dl=0 (is is a temporary
address for double-blinded review).
Table 1: Mutation Operators
Name Description Example
AOR Replace arithmetic operator a + b → a − b
LOR Replace logic operator a & b → a | b
ROR Replace relational operator a == b → a >= b
LVR Replace literal value T → T + 1
COR Replace bit operator a && b → a | | b
SOR Replace shi operator a >> b → a << b
STDC Delete a call f oo() → nop
STDS Delete a store a = 5→ nop
UOI Insert a unary operation b = a→ a + +; b = a
ROV Replace the operation value f oo(a,b) → f oo(b,a)
ABV Take absolute value f oo(a,b) → f oo(abs(a),b)
nd any mutation tool working on LLVM IR code, we mimic the
operators from two mutation tools that work on Java byte code,
which takes a similar form to LLVM IR. e two tools we chose are
Major [22, 26] and Javalanche [48], both of which are widely used
mutation tools for Java. We converted all operators from Major
and Javalanche except for two operators from Javalanche manip-
ulating Java concurrency classes such as Monitor. ese operators
cannot be converted because there is no corresponding instruction
or functions in LLVM IR level.
4.2 Implementing fork
We implement operation fork using the POSIX system call fork.
e system call uses a copy-on-write mechanism [2], where the
newly created process shares the same memory space as the original
process, and only when a process performed a writing operation,
the corresponding memory page is copied and stops to be shared
between processes. In this way, the fork operation can be completed
in constant time.
However, the system call only enables the copy-on-write mecha-
nism for virtual memory access and does not support IO operations.
In our implementation we implemented a similar copy-on-write
mechanism for le access by replacing the original IO functions in
the C library. Basically, les are divided into pages and a page table
is maintained for the positions of pages, and all le accesses are
redirected to the query of the page table. When a forked process
wrote to a shared fragment, the fragment is copied to a new le
and the page table in the process is updated.
4.3 Implementing try and apply
e key point of implementing try and apply is to dene the format
of the abstract changes. Since LLVM IR is in the three-address form,
most instructions modify only one memory location with primitive
value. For those instructions, the changes are easy to dene: we
just need to record the memory location the instruction modies
and the new value the instruction stores at the location.
e only exception is procedure call, as the callee procedure may
modify many dierent locations. As mentioned in the overview
section, the abstract change by a procedure call is dened as a tuple
including the address of the procedure and the arguments passed
to the procedure. Please note that in LLVM IR all passed argu-
ments are well typed. For example, an invocation of the function
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void foo(int , int) has two mutants, an ROV (foo(a,b)→foo(b,a)) and
an STDC (remove the call). e three variants give three changes,
foo(a,b), foo(b,a), and an empty change. e rst two changes
are equivalent only when a = b, and the third change is always
dierent from the rst two.
4.4 Implementing lter variants and
lter mutants
Since filter variants will be performed at every location, and
filter mutants will be performed every time we fork a process,
it is beer to keep the time complexity of the two operations small,
preferable O(1). In this sub section we discuss how to implement
the two operations for rst-order mutation.
e challenges of implementing the two operations is that both
operations require the computation of set intersection, and a stan-
dard set implementation has a time complexity ofO(n logn), where
n is the set size. Since the set may contain all mutant IDs, this
method is too costly. To get an ecient implementation, we utilize
the fact that the number of variants at each location has a small up-
per bound u. If the complexities of the operations only depend on u
but not the total number of mutants, the complexity isO(1). In other
words, we assume that O(u) = O(u2) = O(logu) = . . . = O(1).
More concretely, at each location, there are two types of variants.
First, variants generated by applying a mutation operator on the
current the location, calledmutant variants. Such a variant is always
enabled for only one mutant ID. Second, the variant of the original
instruction, called original variant. e variant is enabled for all
remaining mutant IDs.
Utilizing this fact, we can design dierent data structures for
dierent sets. First, for each process, there is a set of mutant IDs
that the current process represents. Initially the set contains all
mutant IDs, but each time a process is forked into a set of processes,
there is at most one process executing the original variant and
the sizes of mutation IDs in all other processes are smaller than
u. erefore, we use two dierent data structures to represent
sets of mutation IDs. e mutation IDs of the initial process is
represented by a bit vector. Each bit corresponds to a mutant ID,
where one indicates this mutant ID is in the set, and zero indicates
this mutant ID is not in the set. With a bit vector, operations such as
adding, removing, membership query can be nished in O(1) time.
Whenever a process is forked, the process executing the original
variant inherits the bit vector from its parent, and for all other
processes, we create a new linked list for storing the mutant IDs.
Since the size of the list is bounded by u, the operations on the list,
such as membership query, is eectively O(1).
Second, there is a variable V in Algorithm 4 storing a set of
variants. Also for each variant, there is a set of mutant IDs that the
variant represents. We represents these sets by treating the two
types of variants dierent. We use a data structure VariantSet to
store a set of variants. More concretely, a VariantSet is a tuple,
(ori variant, ori included, mut variants), where ori variant
is the code of the original variant, ori included is a Boolean vari-
able indicating whether the original variant is included in the set
or not, and mut variants is a linked list of mutant variants. Each
mutant variant v consists of a block of code and one mutant ID.
To avoid confusion, we shall use v .i to represent the only mutant
ID. In this way, we can quickly test whether the original variant is
included in the set or not. Also the size of mut variants is bound
by u, so the operations on the set is eectively constant time.
e algorithm for implement filter variants is shown in Al-
gorithm 5. We rst lter the mutant variants (lines 3-6). Since all
operations have the complexity of O(1) (note that O(u) = O(1))
and the loop is bounded by u, this part has the complexity of O(1).
Next, we consider whether the original variant should be ltered
out or be kept (lines 8-12). Since each mutant variant is enabled for
one mutant, if the currently selected variants are fewer than the
mutants represented by the current process, there must be remain-
ing mutants and the original variant should also be selected. It is
easy to see this part also takes O(1). As a result, the complexity of
filter variants is O(1).
e algorithm of filter mutants is shown in Algorithm 6. If
the original mutant is included in V , we build the result negatively
by removing mutant IDs (lines 1-4), otherwise we build the result
positively by adding mutant IDs (lines 6-9). Since all operations
and all loops are bound by u, the whole algorithm takes O(1).
Input: V : a set of variants to be ltered
Input: I : a set of mutation IDs used to lter V
1 V ′ ← a new VariantSet
2 V ′.ori variant← V .ori variant
3 for each v ∈ V .mut variants do
4 if I .contains(v .i) then
5 V ′.mut variants.add(v)
6 end
7 end
8 if V ′.mut variants.size < I .size then
9 V ′.ori included = true
10 else
11 V ′.ori included = f alse
12 end
13 V ← V ′
Algorithm 5: filter variants
Input: I : a set of mutation IDs to be ltered
Input: V : a set of variants used to lter I
Data: MV : all mutant variants at the current location
1 if V .ori included then
2 for each v ∈ MV −V .mut variants do
3 I .remove(v .i)
4 end
5 else
6 I ← a new empty linked list
7 for each v ∈ V .mut variants do
8 I .add(v .i)
9 end
10 end
Algorithm 6: filter mutants
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4.5 Parallelism Control
A delicate point in our implementation is parallelism control. If a
large number of mutants can be generated from a program, we may
fork a large number of processes. Too many processes may lead
to a large overhead in scheduling these processes. As a result, we
limit the number of parallel processes in the implementation. In our
current implementation we limit the number of parallel processes
to one. ere are two reasons for this limit. (1) In the evaluation
shown later, this design controls the uncertainty brought by parallel
execution, giving a more stable execution time. (2) e parallelism
management is simpler: each time we fork a child process, we sus-
pend the parent until the child process exits. Furthermore, though
we only allow one parallel process for a test execution, it is still pos-
sible to parallel mutation analysis using our tool: we can parallelize
the executions of dierent tests.
5 EVALUATION
Our evaluation aims to answer the research question: How does
AccMut perform compared to existing approaches?
5.1 Subjects
To answer the research questions, we totally collected eleven sub-
jects. e statistics of the selected programs are shown in Table 3.
Ten of the subjects are from the SIR repository [7] and one (vim 7.4)
is from an open source project. We select these subjects because
they cover a wide range of application domains from GUI editor
to command-line compression, cover both real-world applications
and widely-used benchmarks, and cover applications of dierent
sizes from hundreds of lines to hundreds of thousands of lines.
Also, many of the subjects have been used in existing studies. For
example, vim 7.4 is the new version of the largest subject (vim 7.2)
used in Papadakis et al.’s empirical study [42], which is one of the
largest empirical study on mutation analysis in recent years. Please
note that vim 7.4 has about 11k more lines of code than vim 7.2,
making our subject even larger. Since the whole vim is too large for
evaluation, following Papadakis et al. [42], we selected the largest
two components, eval and spell, as targets of the mutation operators.
In Table 3, we list the LOC of the two components in parentheses.
e subjects have total 504482 lines of code, 20736 tests and
337122 mutants upon 27612 IR-level locations.2 e average of u,
namely the average number of mutants per mutated location, is 12.2.
e max u of a subject is in the range of 22 to 43. us, Algorithm 5
and Algorithm 6 can be bounded in constant complexity generally.
Please note that the subjects we use are among the largest in
studies of mutation analysis. Table 2 shows the studies of mutation
analysis in recent years. As we can see from the table, our largest
subject is among the largest in terms of both the lines of code and
the number of mutants. Especially, the number of mutants is the
highest among all subjects. is is because other studies either use
fewer mutation operators, use more coarse-grained operators, or
perform sampling on the mutants, which reduce the number of
mutants.
2LOC is collected by the tool cloc (hp://cloc.sourceforge.net).
5.2 Procedures
In the experiments we compared AccMut with two controlling
techniques: mutant schemata [51] and split-stream execution [15,
30, 50]. However, we cannot nd a publicly-available tool that
implements both mutant schemata and split-stream execution for
C programs. e only state-of-the-art tool that implements split-
stream execution on C within our knowledge is MuVM [50]. How-
ever, this tool is not publicly available. As a result, we implemented
the two techniques by modifying the implementation of our tool.
Mutant schemata is implemented as Algorithm 1 and split-stream
execution is implemented as Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.
In our experiment, we sequentially executed the tests but not
parallelized them, in order to obtain more stable results. Since
there is at most one forked process running at a time, the execution
of mutants was also sequential. Furthermore, we executed each
subject using each technique three times and recorded the median
execution time.
e experiments are performed on a laptop with 2.50 GHz Intel i7-
4710MQ CPU and 12GB memory. e operating system is Ubuntu
16.04 LTS.
5.3 Results
e execution time of the three techniques is shown in Table 4.
From the table, we can make the following observations.
• On all subjects AccMut constantly outperforms the other
two techniques, suggesting that exploiting the equivalence
modulo a state can reduce the more redundant computa-
tion over the state-of-the-art techniques, and the benet
outperforms the extra overhead.
• On average, AccMut is 2.56x faster than split-stream execu-
tion and 8.95x than mutation schemata. Our approach can
signicantly boost the performance of mutation analysis
over existing approaches.
• Split-stream execution also signicantly outperforms mu-
tant schemata, with an average speedup of 3.49x. is
result is consistent with an existing study [50].
5.4 Detailed Analysis
To further understand how AccMut achieved the speedups, we
performed a detailed analysis of the execution process. First, the
main reason our approach outperforms previous approaches is that
fewer mutants are executed, and we analyzed how signicant the
reduction is. Table 5 shows the average number of executed mu-
tants for each approach. Mutation schemata executes all mutants.
Split-stream execution executed only mutants covered by a test.
AccMut executes much fewer mutants than both approaches, as
many covered mutants are still equivalent modulo state.
Besides reducing the mutants executed, AccMut may also intro-
duce extra overheads in trial execution of the instructions, cluster-
ing the changes, etc. To further understand how the introduced
overheads compared to the saved executions, we measured the num-
ber of the original instructions executed and the number of the extra
instructions executed in the three approaches. Note that a beer
measurement here is the time used to execute the instructions, but
the LLVM proler does not work on our implementation because
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Table 2: Summary of the Recent Work on Mutation Analysis
Author(s) [Reference] Conference Language Largest Subject Max Mutant Number Sampled Mutants
Just et al. [25] ISSRE’12 Java 116,750 160,891 No
Gligoric et al. [12] ISSTA’13 Java 68,218 738 No
Zhang et al. [58] ISSTA’13 Java 36,910 36,418 Yes
Harman et al. [17] ASE’14 Java 6,359 7,204 Yes
Just et al. [23] ISSTA’14 Java 116,750 108,174 No
Yao et al. [55] ICSE’14 C 35,545 3,838 Yes
Papadakis et al. [42] ICSE’15 C 362,769 (39,008) 72,432 Yes
Kurtz et al. [32] FSE’16 C 512 11,080 Yes
Gopinath et al. [14] ICSE’16 Java Not given 122,484 Yes
Zhang et al. [56] ISSTA’16 Java 29,702 28,133 Yes
Papadakis et al. [40] ISSTA’16 C 20,461 22,023 Yes
is paper — C 477,257 (42,073) 173,683 No
Table 3: Subject Programs
Name LOC Tests Mutants Locations Avg u Max u Description
ex 10334 42 56916 5119 11.1 32 a lexical analyzer generator
gzip 4331 214 37326 3058 12.2 22 a tool for le compression
grep 10102 75 58571 4373 13.4 34 a tool for searching plain-text les
prinokens 475 4130 1862 199 9.4 22 a lexical analyzer
prinokens2 401 4115 2501 207 12.1 22 an other lexical analyzer
replace 512 5542 3000 220 13.6 22 a tool for paern matching
schedule 292 2650 493 55 9.0 22 a priority scheduler
schedule2 297 2710 1077 121 8.9 22 another priority scheduler
tcas 135 1608 937 73 12.8 35 an aircra collision avoidance tool
totinfo 346 1052 756 63 12.0 22 a statistics tool
vim 7.4 477257 (42073) 98 173683 14124 12.3 43 a text editor
Total 504482 20736 337122 27612 12.2 — —
Table 4: Experimental Results
Subjects AccMut SSE MS SSE/AccMut MS/AccMut MS/SSE
ex 12m58s 40m22s 1h26m17s 3.11x 6.65x 2.13x
gzip 50.4s 2m32s 55m19s 3.02x 65.85x 21.84x
grep 2m19s 7m16s 58m56s 3.13x 25.36x 8.10x
prinokens 11m55s 23m36s 2h10m54s 1.94x 10.98x 5.67x
prinokens2 11m35s 38m7s 57m24s 3.30x 4.97x 1.51x
replace 17m27s 41m22s 44m56s 2.37x 2.57x 1.09x
schedule 3m14s 6m20s 8m14s 1.96x 2.54x 1.30x
schedule2 6m40s 13m18s 17m05s 2.00x 2.56x 1.28x
tcas 7.7s 21.2s 16m31s 2.6x 128.7x 46.7x
totinfo 1m55s 4m28s 6m19s 2.33x 3.30x 1.41x
vim 7.4 1m9s 2m10s 3h26m6s 1.88x 179.2x 95.1x
Total 1h10m10s 2h59m52s 10h28m1s 2.56x 8.95x 3.49x
AccMut = Our approach, SSE = Split-Stream Execution [50], MS = Mutant Schemata [51], XXX/YYY = Speed up of YYY over XXX
of a signal conict, so we use the number of instructions to approx-
imate the time. Because of the high cost of tracing the instructions,
we only measured the rst 100 tests of tcas and prinokens.
e result is shown in Table 6. As we need to select a variant at
each location, the extra instructions executed is much more than
the original instructions in all three approaches. AccMut has much
higher relative overheads compared to SSE and MS, where 79 extra
instructions are executed on average for one original instruction.
However, the absolute overheads of AccMut is even lower, as more
redundant computations are removed. Please note that, despite the
overhead, all three approaches are much faster than plain mutation
analysis without any acceleration because of the cost from compil-
ing. Table 7 shows the execution time for mutation schemata and
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Table 5: e Average Number of Executed Mutants For Each Test
Subjects AccMut SSE MS AccMut/SSE AccMut/MS SSE/MS
ex 5881.1 16610.7 56916 35.4% 10.3% 29.1%
gzip 434.5 1638.1 37326 26.5% 1.2% 4.4%
grep 1303.2 4014.4 58571 32.5% 2.2 % 6.9%
prinokens 413.5 1019.3 1862 40.6% 22.2% 54.7%
prinokens2 750.4 1724.4 2501 43.5% 30.0% 68.9%
replace 483.7 1484.1 3000 32.6% 16.1% 49.5%
schedule 180.0 405.9 493 44.3% 36.5% 82.3%
schedule2 384.9 844.2 1077 45.6% 35.7% 78.4%
tcas 99.2 434.1 937 22.9% 10.6% 46.3%
totinfo 220.5 566.0 756 39.0% 29.2% 74.9%
vim 7.4 601.0 1472.7 173683 40.8% 0.3% 0.8%
Average 977.5 2746.7 30647.4 35.6% 3.2% 9.0%
Table 6: e Number of Executed Instructions
Instruction Type AccMut SSE MS AccMut/SSE AccMut/MS SSE/MS
Original Program 1,054,174 2,404,487 37,617,433 43.8% 2.9% 6.4%
Extra Cost 83,148,833 96,490,502 177,988,701 86.2% 46.7% 54.2%
Total Executed 84,203,007 98,894,989 215,606,134 85.1% 39.1% 45.9%
Table 7: Execution Time of Mutation Schemata and Plain
Mutation Analysis
Subjects MS Plain Plain/MS
tcas 50s 323s 6.46X
prinoken 36s 504s 14.00X
Total 86s 827s 9.62X
plain mutation analysis for the 100 tests of the two subjects. As we
can see, mutation schemata is on average 9.62 times faster.
5.5 reats to Validity
e main threat to internal validity is that our implementations
may be wrong. To reduce this threat, we manually checked part
of the analysis result and found that the result of our approach is
consistent with the result of plain mutation analysis.
e main threat to external validity is the mutation operators we
used in our experiments. Using dierent mutation operators may
have a noticeable eect on the performance. AccMut used mutation
operators from widely-used tools, and chose subjects from dierent
areas. us, our results have a high chance to represent the typical
use cases.
e main threat to construct validity is the way we measure
performance may be imprecise. To reduce this threat, we performed
only sequential but not parallel operations in the experiments, and
repeated the experiments three times and report the median results.
As a maer of fact, there were only very small dierences between
the three executions in our experiments, indicating that sequential
execution leads to a stable result.
6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
6.1 Other IO Operations
One limitation of the current implementation is that it cannot well
handle all types of external resources, such as database connections,
network commutations, etc. To deal with this problem, we need to
implement the copy-on-write mechanism also for more types of
external resources. is is a future work on the tool implementation.
Nevertheless, this limitation may not be a serious one as well-
wrien tests oen use mock objects rather than directly accessing
external resources.
6.2 Multi-readed Programs
So far we only consider single-threaded programs. e problem of
multi-threaded programs is that we need to ensure all threads are
properly forked when we perform the fork operation. POSIX fork
does not support multi-threaded programs and new mechanisms
need to be found. is remains a future work to be explored.
6.3 Further Removing Redundancies
ough AccMut removes more redundancies in execution than
previous approaches, it cannot remove all redundancies. A typical
case is that two processes may rst take two dierent states, and
later their execution states become the same. To deeply reduce such
redundancies, people have resorted to sophisticated techniques
such as model checking [27, 35] or specialized interpreters [27,
28]. However, such sophisticated techniques oen impose a large
amount of overheads, and it remains as future work to explore how
to balance between the overheads and the benets.
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6.4 More Applications
In this paper, we have described an implementation of AccMut
on rst-order mutation analysis. e algorithm of AccMut is not
limited to rst-order mutation analysis and can be applied to more
applications such as high-order mutation analysis, program repair,
and/or soware product line testing. e key is to nd an ecient
way to implement the operations such as filter variants and
filter mutants. ese directions also remain as future work.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose AccMut, which removes redundancies in
executions by exploiting the equivalence of statements modulo the
current state. e experimental results suggest that our approach
can achieve signicant speedup over existing reduction approaches.
e results suggest that there is still a lot of space in reducing
redundancies in mutation analysis, and call for future work in this
area.
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